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Valley of the Sun Clean Cities
Collaborates with
Green Living Magazine
Valley of the Sun Clean Cities was featured on the front page of a
Summer issue of Green Living Magazine. Green living Magazine
is a local magazine which promotes the adoption of an environmentally friendly lifestyle. On the other hand, here at Valley of the
Sun Clean Cities, our job is to promote the use of alternative fueled vehicles, which made this this collaboration a perfect match.
The publication in partnership with VSCCC generated a story
about Tesla’s new Powerwall battery and Tesla’s mark on the
automobile industry. The Powerwall is an energy storage system
that provides a solution for renewable energy’s biggest weakness—time of use. The Powerwall is designed for both home and
industrial use and it allows consumers to store the energy generated from renewable energy sources in order to have that energy
available at a later time. The energy stored in the Powerwall could
also be used to charge an EV at night, a time that renewable energy sources, such as solar,
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are not as readily available.
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BYD International on Demonstration Tour of Arizona
BYD International is a new member of Valley of the Sun Clean Cities. They have been demonstrating their all-electric bus and SUV in the greater Phoenix area. The key issue of range has been
addressed by BYD. Their 32’ and larger buses
are pushing a range of 180mi between charge.
This is while fully loaded & running the A/C.
Their US headquarters are in Los Angeles, and
their applications have mainly been in California.
They have now turned their attention to Arizona.
Working with VSCCC, several demonstration
stops were made to interested organizations in
the Valley -– as well as with government organizations such as the Maricopa Air Board & MAG
They were also featured at a VSCCC Stakeholder meeting at the ASU SkySong Campus on December 9th. The demonstration featured a 32’ bus as well as an SUV + their solar panel and solar
powered street light technology.
						
Their new battery technology is the game changer. These
						
are a lithium-ion based power storage units that will not
						
overheat – and work in an ambient temperature of -40F to
						
+140F.
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BYD is also the world’s largest supplier of batteries as well
electric vehicles. Also featured at the meeting was the latest model of electric motorcycles by the Zero Electric Motor
cycle company

						
						
						
						
						
						

The company is founded in China, and is 60% owned by
Americans, including Warren Buffett. Their buses are manufactured in Lancaster California, and are operating in several fleets in the State. Many of their vehicles have been
operating in fleets internationally. They also exceed the 72%
Made in America Standard.

Valley of the Sun Clean Cities New Board Members
Valley of the Sun Clean Clean Cities is pleased to introduce its new board members

Anne Reichman: Arizona State University, Faculty at Julie
Anne Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability at Arizona State
University and Program Manager at Sustainable Cities Network.
Dan Coate: APS, Environmental Operations Department Leader
Twani Siebert: Mesa School District, Propane Fleet Manager.
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Upcoming Events:
Introducing New Battery Technology from BYD:
The bus that was displayed at the ASU SkySong campus, is from the line of electric buses with a
range pushing 200 miles. The display included a driving demonstration as well a presentation from
BYD on the scope and details of these, Made in America, all-electric vehicles. The meeting also
featured a BYD all-electric car based on this battery technology with a ride-and-drive opportunity.
Date: December 9th, 2015
Time: 9:00 AM
Place: ASU Skysong,1475 N Scottsdale Rd.
*The meeting is free, parking is free.
To RSVP please visit: Cleanairaz.org/events

Valley of the Sun Clean Cities Board Meeting: (Board Members Only)
Date: December 9th, 2015
Time: 12:00 PM
Place: ASU Skysong,1475 N Scottsdale Rd.

Legislative Event and Vehicle Display:
VSCCC will be hosting its annual legislative breakfast and vehicle display event in April. The event
will highlight the newest technology in alternative fuels and will also be presenting awards to city
and town managers that have shown dedication in the field of alternative fuels during the 2015
year. There will also be an alternative fueled vehicle showcase where visitors will have the opportunity to take a look at the latest alt fuel vehicles, bikes, and other equipment. Along with the vehicle showcase, VSCCC will invite sustainability oriented organizations to set up booths at the event
in order to create awareness among our
local community.
Date: April 12th, 2016
Time: 9:00 AM
Place: Arizona Capitol Lawn, 1700 W Washington St.
*The meeting is free,
To RSVP please visit: cleanairaz.org/events

EPA Region 9 Meeting in Phoenix
EPA Region 9 will travel to VSCCC to conduct a meeting on the new 2017 fuel and emission standards.
Date: February - “date to be determined”
Time: TBA
Place: TBA
*Details will be made available at Cleanairaz.org/events as they become available.
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EcoCAR3 at ASU
The EcoCAR3 program at ASU, is a
student competition made up of multidisciplinary teams which work together to
rebuild a Camaro into a hybrid without
compromising its performance. Teams
are made up of both graduate and undergraduate engineering, business, communication, graphic information technology, entrepreneurship, and journalism
students in order to focus on the various
areas that the competition demands.
EcoCAR3 teams will be tasked to incorporate innovative ideas, solve complex
engineering challenges, and apply the
latest cutting-edge technologies. The
teams also will focus on developing technology that will lower emissions by incorporating alternative fuels.
EcoCAR 3 is the latest U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) Advanced Vehicle
Technology Competition (AVTC) series
and is North America’s premier collegiate
automotive engineering competition. The
completion is among 16 North American universities to redesign a Chevrolet
Camaro in order to reduce the environmental impact of the car we all know
and love. On August 27, 2015, Valley of
the Sun Clean Cities and ASU’S EcoCar3 program hosted an event where
the team introduced their project for the
upcoming school year.
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Kyrene School District’s
New Propane Fleet
The Kyrene School District is located just
South of Phoenix and serves about 18,000
students in the communities of Ahwatukee,
Chandler, Guadalupe, Tempe and the Ghila
River Indian Community .
They have been a leader in the use of alternative fuels. A major press conference was
called as they rolled out their first 25 propane
powered school buses this past September.
Ecic Nethercutt, Director of Transportation
stated, that “The district looked at several
alternative-fuel vehicles and decided that propane was the most cost effective solution.”
“The initial push for propane buses for Kyrene
came during a conference in Mesa where the
Mesa School District was pioneering propane
school buses, with over 100 in operation.”
Nethercutt cited that the buses “ran quieter
than diesel [buses] – improving communications between the driver and students.” He
also mentioned how these buses run at about
$2.00 per gallon cheaper than diesel. Furthermore, Nethercutt also mentioned how propane fleets are also “greener” because they
produce less emissions than diesel and how
the district plans to convert all 133 buses as
new units are purchased.
This story is a continuation of that of the Mesa
School District and the impact their operation
has had on the Arizona School Districts.

Valley of the Sun Clean Cities New Members
Valley of the Sun Clean Clean Cities is pleased to introduce its new members
BYD:
BYD is a top high-tech enterprise specializing in IT, automobile, and
new energy. BYD is the largest supplier of rechargeable batteries in
the globe. BYD Auto becomes the most innovative independent national auto brand and leads the field of electric vehicles with unique
technologies. In the field of new energy, BYD has developed green
products such as solar farms, battery energy storage stations, electric vehicles, LEDs, etc.
Idle Air:
IdleAir, is a company that provides in-cab services to truckers via
centralized systems at truck stops around the United States. IdleAir
services, are aimed at idle reduction in order to reduce the amount
of fuel consumed by trucks while they idle during rests. Valley of the
Sun Clean Cities is excited to welcome Idle Air. Energy efficiency
is often an overlooked method to reduce carbon emissions. We are
excited to help promote solutions that help reduce petroleum use
here in Arizona.
Arizona Petroleum:
Colorado Petroleum Products Company is a compound blender,
packager and distributor of finished lubricants for the automotive,
heavy duty, industrial industries and Diesel Exhaust Fluid. Arizona
Petroleum has facilities located in Tucson, AZ and Phoenix, AZ.
Arizona Petroleum in Tucson has bulk storage, a manufacturing
plant and distribution capabilities locally and across state lines. AZ
Petroleum is also a major manufacture of biofuel products. VSCCC
is excited to work with AZ Petroleum and help expand AZ use of
alternative fuels.
Ferrellgas:
Valley of the Sun Clean Cities Coalition would also like to welcome
Ferrellgas as one of our members. Ferrellgas serves approximately one million Customers in all 50 states, the District of Columbia,
and Puerto Rico. Ferrellgas’ service offerings include: Propape
for alternative fueled vehicles— Ferrellgas provides clean-burning
propane autogas to hundreds of private fleets, municipal fleets, and
school districts.
The City of Queen Creek
VSCCC gained a new municipality member this past October. The
city of Queen Creek is now a member of our coalition. Queen Creek
is a town in both the Maricopa and Pinal counties in the state of Arizona. Queen Creek has approximately 31,000 residents that enjoy
the benefits of small-town living close to the large Phoenix metropolitan area. The Town of Queen Creek is primarily located within
Maricopa County, but the town limits also extend into Pinal County
on the eastern and southern borders.
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